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our community. Definitely a great asset.

@icfilmscene

things about downtown Iowa City is OVERHEARD...

---

UI Students: $6.50
Youth (12 & under): $6.50
Senior (60+): $6.50
Matinee: $7.50
Members: $5.00
Online: www.icfilmscene.org
Tickets

Over our ode to summer features well-loved classics, beneath the stars and above the streets of Iowa City. Cake, giveaways, karaoke, costume contests—and you never know what we’ll add to each screening to butter up your Rooftop experience. TICKETS and series details at www.icfilmscene.org/rooftop.

Yo, Iowa City! '90's hip-hop karaoke followed by a screening of the first hip-hop whodunit? Dr. Dre and E4 Lover star, with appearances by Queen Lataff, Humpty Hump, Ice-T, Run D.M.C. and many more!

CADDYSHACK (1980) Dir. Harold Ramisi. An elite country club has to deal with a brash new member and a golfer intent on destroying their beloved golf course in this cult classic. Presented by Surly Brewing, ticket includes a specialty drink plus golfing fun & surprises!

SEPTEMBER

6 — DIRTY DANCING
20 — TEENAGE MUTANT NINJA TURTLES 1 & 2

OCTOBER

4 — POLTERGEIST
18 — FARGO


DIALOGUE Filmmaker Lynn True in person. Journey aboard the Empire Builder, America’s busiest long-distance train route, into the hearts and minds of everyday passengers. “It’s beautifully assembled and touching, and an apt memorial for Mr. Maysles.” — The New York Times

MEMBER MONTH

Spin the wheel and win fabulous prizes! We’re celebrating our members this August — saying “thanks” for all that member support makes possible. Visit our lobby for fun and games, and tell us why being a member is important to you.

August is the month to renew or begin your membership. It’s a great time to be a member!

---

IN TRANSIT — August 16, 7pm

JOIN US ON SOCIAL MEDIA FOR UPDATES AND GIVEAWAYS!

CONNECT WITH @ICFilmScene ON SOCIAL MEDIA FOR UPDATES AND GIVEAWAYS!

---

August 2015

---

FilmScene is a 501(c)3 nonprofit organization dedicated to enhancing the cultural vitality of the Iowa City area through the presentation and discussion of film as an art form. With programming that entertains, inspires, and educates, FilmScene works to build and connect community through film. For more information, visit www.icfilmscene.org.
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IN TRANSIT — August 16, 7pm

---

About FilmScene

FilmScene Staff
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In partnership with...
**NEW RELEASES**

**MR. HOLMES** (2015) Dr. Bill Condon. Oscar nominees Ian McKellen and Laura Linney are magnificent in this new twist on the world’s most famous detective. “Brilliant, mysterious, and lyrical.” —Rolling Stone

**AMY** (2015) Dr. Asif Kapadia. Amy Winehouse’s glorious rise and heartbreaking fall is the subject of this tragic masterwork, an official selection of the Cannes Film Festival. A pop star with soul and a musical talent whose appeal crossed cultural boundaries, Winehouse’s musical talent made her a star while her chaotic personal life stole headlines. “An extraordinary, powerful work.” —Indiewire


**LATE SHIFTS AT THE GRINDHOUSE ONLY $4!**

**ABIGAIL LESLEY IS BACK IN TOWN** (1975) Dr. Joseph W. Sarno. The people of Baypoint have never forgotten Abigail or the reason she went away...

**DINNER & A MOVIE**

Member Month is more than fun and games. Introducing a new “FanFlicks” member perk: “Diner & A Movie” offering a 10% dining discount at select downtown restaurants and occasional delicious special events. Details at www.icfilmscene.org/dinner-an-movie

**FREE POPCORN**

A member perk for Supporting Role members and up. Join the cast!

**DINNER & A MOVIE Event CULINARY CREATION** (2014) Dr. Jon Farreau. An out-of-work L.A. chef creates a food truck in a bid to realize his culinary potential and reconnect with his family.

**COMING SOON**


**FREE FOR UI STUDENTS $5 FOR THE PUBLIC**

The Bijou welcomes new students with a Double Feature of Amy Heckerling’s classic teen films and an offbeat romance comedy. Pebble Beach
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